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**Chief Analytics Officer**: Paige Borden

**Assistant Vice President, IKM**: Vacant

**Assistant Vice President**: Danae Barulich

**Executive Assistant II**: Vacant

**Executive Assistant I**: Vacant

**Executive Assistant**: Vacant

**Administrative Assistant I**: Vacant

**Associate Director, Institutional Research**: Amanda Miller

**Interim Manager, Reporting & Visualization**: Lisa Sklar

**Interim positions and Visiting lines-min of 2 years.**: Kara Parkes

**Institutional Research Analyst II**: Grant Mohi

**Data Analyst II**: Chiung-Ya Tang

**Data Analyst I**: Anthony Piazza

**Data Analyst I**: Christine McKeel

**Business Intelligence and Analytics Specialist II**: Scott Milbuta

**Business Intelligence and Analytics Specialist I**: Vacant

**Business Intelligence and Analytics Specialist**: Mykhale Walker

**Business Intelligence and Analytics Specialist**: Ulf Borjesson

**Chief Analytics Officer**: Vacant